ALLEN MICHAEL, New World Comforter

Allen Michael is an incarnate spiritual master from Galactica, a Godconscious soul dedicated to serving humanity.
His purpose here is to fulfill the role of the New World Comforter (St. John
14, 15 & 16), and be the channel of the prophesied Everlasting Gospel (Rev.
14:1-6).
He is a cosmic adept whose ESP-telepathic organs of perception are
opened to the degree of being able to balance the negative energies of this
planet's aura in relativity, and channel the high gamma energies of synthesis
affirmatives - taking no thought of himself in his single-minded pursuit of fulfilling
Spirit God's purpose.
Allen Michael has been a direct channel of the Universal Mind since he
experienced a cosmic initiation in 1947. The experience that transformed Allen
Noonan, as he was then known, took place in Long Beach, California, where he
was a pictorial sign painter.
While painting an outdoor signboard, Allen was suddenly enveloped in a
bright purple and gold light, and found himself (the entity in the body, not the
body itself) being transported up into what he later realized was a Galactic
Mothership. Upon materializing onboard the spaceship, he appeared before a
great Light. And a Voice spoke to him out of the Light, telling him that he was
chosen to be the messenger who would fulfill the role of being the New World
Comforter and channel of the Everlasting Gospel.
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He was given the name Allen Michael, reflecting the truth that he is
incarnate in a body to make Michael's Stand with the holy people of the world.
He accepted the mission, and from that point onward he has been in direct
telepathic contact with the Universal Mind of ETI - Extra Territorial Intelligence channeling the energies of the Spirit of Truth through the spoken and written
word, as well as in deeds done that will bring this world up to and through our
planetary cosmic initiation into the long awaited Kingdom of God.
The One World Family Commune
In 1967, Allen Michael moved to San Francisco where, with a small group
of people who recognized the truth coming thru him, he founded the One World
Family Commune. There, on Haight street, we opened the "Here and Now"
natural food restaurant - the first of 8 communally owned and operated natural
food restaurants. In all of these projects, all of us served freely, with no one
drawing wages or taking profits from the income.
In 1973, Allen Michael founded the Universal Industrial Church of the New
World Comforter, based on the teachings of "Holding all things common and
making distribution according to need" as brought forth in the book of Acts,
chapter 4, verses 32-35, that was taught by Jesus - another space messenger.
That same year, Starmast Publications, a facet of the church, published
the first book of the Everlasting Gospel series, "From the Universe to the Youth
of the World," while operating the large One World Family Natural Food Center
on Telegraph avenue in Berkeley. "UFO-ETI World Master Plan," "ETI Space
Beings Intercept Earthlings" and "God - Ultimate, Unlimited Mind - Speaks" are
further books of the Everlasting Gospel that have subsequently been published.
Now there is "The New World Bible," which you can read on this web
site.
These books of the Everlasting Gospel series contain the never-beforerevealed answer to what mind is, and how it works; the true meaning of Biblical
prophecy; a full explanation of the cause and healing of satanic force; a detailed
6 million year history of this solar system; and a World Master Plan for bringing
about a free giving and receiving, sharing economy - heaven on earth.
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As a further means of communicating these truths from ETI, Allen Michael
founded the "Utopian Synthesis Party," "the party to end all political parties and
have a real party!" He ran as a Presidential candidate in the '80 and '84 US
elections, and also campaigned for Governor of California in '82, reaching
millions of people.
Through the years, Allen Michael has been a speaker at numerous public
events and rallys and has been on hundreds of radio and television shows all
across the country. His message of creating absolute freedom, security and
abundance for everyone on the planet has been an inspiration to untold millions
of people. He is presently featured on the "Galactic Messenger" television show,
and continues to channel the Everlasting Gospel every day.
Allen Michael’s Cosmic Initiation
"In 1947, when this body was 31 going on 32, a very wonderful experience
came to me. While working as a pictorial painter in a Long Beach shop, I was
taken up out of my body and initiated into the mission which, I know, will change
the whole world.
I was up on a painter's truck, painting on the higher surface of a bulletin
board that was to be finally assembled elsewhere, when this wonderful
experience came to me. A shaft of ultraviolet light entwined with gold threads
enveloped me, and I the entity in this body, was taken up into a great room inside
a space ship. During the experience, I was shown my whole life in this
incarnation, and as I transcended space and time into eternity, I saw the friends
who are the guiding spirits of this earth humanity. I was made to feel as though I
was before a great tribunal, being chosen to carry out a great mission for my
people.
The day of my etheric ascension was on Friday, about 2:00 p.m., the week
before Easter, and the experience continued intermittently until after Easter
Sunday. I was connected with the Galactic Logos, the Great Galactic Being
manifesting as this whole Galaxy. A beautiful, yet powerful Voice like thunder and
lightning spoke to me. The voice was audible to me, coming out of a brilliant
beam of silver and golden light; and it was projected on out to either side of me,
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and above and below me. As I turned my head I saw that I was in a great
amphitheater with beautiful white pillars that seemed to circle around me. There
was an open, brilliant, deep blue sky above me with points of brilliant colored
lights; a large planet was visible; and beneath me was a dazzling array of green
and the colorful sprays of flower gardens.
The Voice asked me if I would serve as the spiritual Comforter, to give
supernal truth to the world.
This did not surprise me, because from childhood I had known who I am.
As a youngster I was visited by Angels at different times while playing alone. I
was told and shown things, but was told never to reveal those things to anyone,
because they would not believe them and I would only be ridiculed for my beliefs.
Anyway, I considered that world as my dream world. It was not real to me in
comparison with the material world, but now, of course, I realize the heavens to
be a greater world. Even as a child I did not believe in an anthropomorphic 'God
in the sky,' but was in a personal God-experience. I had the Universal concept of
an omnipresent God within me, which gave the outer world its beauty, and made
me one with all things. I was in God and God was in me. I knew that IT did the
greater work and that I was Its student of Life and Nature. The whole panorama
of my life passed before me. Not only did my earth existences flash thru my
mind, but also my existences in other worlds.
My answer to God's question after a few moments of revelations was
simply, 'Yes!'
That was the end of the experience, and I was back in my body and so
excited that I could not work the rest of the day. Later it was psychically revealed
to me that I had been taken aboard a Mother Ship of the Galactic Command
Space Complex etherically, and that the Light was a means of opening my higher
ESP-PSI organs of perception in preparation for the completion of this project. I
went around to the other workers in the shop to see if they had heard the voice,
but they had not. As for me, I was returned to my body, but the new Voice went
right on speaking in my headset!
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The next morning I opened a King James translation of the Bible, and
again a beautiful experience came over me as I read a compilation of verses in
the Bible's glossary under the 'Comforter' and 'Holy Ghost.' These verses can be
found in St. John 14:16, 17 and 26; and 16:7-14. They explained to me what my
mission was:
St John 14;16, 17 and 26: "And I will pray the father, and he shall give you
another Comforter, that he may abide with you for ever; Even the spirit of truth;
whom the world cannot receive, because it seeth him not, neither knoweth him:
but ye know him; for he dwelleth with you, and shall be in you...But the
Comforter, which is the Holy Ghost, whom the Father will send you in my name,
he shall teach you all things, and bring all things to your remembrance,
whatsoever I have said unto you."
And St. John 16:21: "Howbeit when he, the Spirit of truth is come, he will
guide you into all truth: for he shall not speak of himself; but whatsoever he shall
hear, that shall he speak: and he will shew you things to come."
From that time until this day I have remained in Cosmic Consciousness,
and messages have come thru me that have been put down by my hand as the
Everlasting Gospel which shall be preached to the whole world so that the end of
this old dying world order will come thru the spiritual democratic action of the
people rather than by fire. I was further shown in Dan. 12:1-13 that I would be
making Michael's stand with the cosmopolitan world people, and so I was given
my spiritual name of Allen Michael."
First Physical ETI Contact
"It was 1954 at Giant Rock that I had my first physical contact with
Extraterrestrial Space Beings. Several times before, I had gone there to make
contacts. I would see the ionized clouds forming from the forcefield of the scout
craft that would be hovering, but there was not an actual physical contact until
the latter part of July, 1954, because I could not get into the energies that would
complete the experience before then.
It was early one morning, as the sun was rising, and I was on my sundeck
on top of my art studio in Long Beach, California. I looked up and a great round
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cloud was forming overhead. The telepathic Voice in my consciousness told me
to follow the cloud to the desert and I would greet my space comrades.
I watched the cloud for about 15 minutes and it was moving towards the
east, leaving a trail as it went. I put my sleeping bag in my station wagon and
headed in the direction of the cloud. The cloud went before me and led me on the
freeway to the Palm Springs turnoff. When I got there, I got out of the car to see
the cloud trail, which I had been having glimpses of as I was driving. The sky was
overcast with clouds, but I could see the distinct trail of this cloud stretching for
miles.
The cloud had gone up towards Joshua Tree. So I got in the car and went
on up into the high desert. The head of the cloud separated from its trail and
formed a large oval cloud over Giant Rock. The sky up there was clear and it was
sunny.
I went up the long dusty dirt road to the Big Rock and parked there. It was
about 3 p.m. then. I had learned to listen to my headset as though it were a
radio-TV audio-visual transceiver, and follow directions. There were four cars of
other people up there in various places, camping out. The Voice said I would
camp out overnight and my contact would come after dark.
I had brought food along, and I was enthralled by the experience I would
have. I already knew that I was an extraterrestrial space being, incarnate in this
body, and had come from the "Galactic Command Space Complex," which was
contacting me . . . and also that there were some 2 million entities incarnated
with me, who had been redeemed from this planetary project and sent back here
to make a stand with me (as Michael) when the Everlasting Gospel was
completed.
The rest of the afternoon at Giant Rock I relaxed and waited for a sign in
the sky of my contact. The big oval clouds kept forming about. Wherever the
spaceship hovered, an ionized cloud would form around it from its forcefield. I
would see a flash of light dart across the sky to another location, and a cloud
would form there.
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After the sun went down and the sky was pitch dark with stars shining
brightly, I saw flashes of light move across the sky. About 9:30 p.m. I got on my
mattress in the station wagon and fell asleep. In a dream, I was in the flying
saucer, with those I had been with before I came here.
At 3 a.m. I was awakened by a whirlwind rocking the car. I could smell the
ozone in the air. I got out of the car, and about 150 feet away was the cloud,
dimly lighted inside. I walked towards it and the cloud moved to the north away
from me.
The message in my headset was that in the morning I would drive on up
west, further beyond Giant Rock on the desert road, and make contact there.In
the morning I drove about a mile further, out of sight of everyone. They didn't
want any witnesses, because this would just cause me lots of problems with the
establishment. These contacts were not for my own pleasure. They were for the
purpose of bringing about an equilibrium of clairvoyance in my etheric body, to
make all-knowing more real to me.
At about 10 a.m. the round spaceship materialized about 6 feet off the
ground 75 feet away. I had a camera, but I was to take no pictures. When the
time came to be recognized by earth people, the space beings would give me
many pictures.
An opening appeared in the ship and a platform shot out. Three beings
floated out on it. From left to right, as I faced them, were Favelron, Celeste and
Jameston. I was aware that I had been on voyages with them before.
They were all smiles and waving excitedly to me, and I was excited
beyond words. The ship was about 75 feet across, with a large clearlite dome on
it. I walked to within fifty feet of it and at that point could not go farther.
The telepathic message was that I could not enter their energies at that
point, because an earth body, at that time, could not function in their vibrations.
Together they threw me kisses and - flash, they were gone, and a streak of light
flashed up and out of sight.
I learned later that the materialization of the entities there was not an
actual physical coming, but was a projection from their mothership. The
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scoutcraft, however, was very real indeed. Anyway, it served the purpose of
surrounding me with the energies that would connect me closer with them and
would lift me more above the mundane earth vibrations so I would not suffer so
much paranoia from the negated mind energies in territorial auras of the planet."
The Spirit of Truth
God’s Comforter Spirit of truth has been here, embodied on the planet
since April 1947, as a soul from Galactic Headquarters, sent here with some two
million of the 144,000 to balance out the people in the right and left wings of
dualistic consciousness and bring all souls into the Universal Synthesis. I have
come as the Comforter Spirit of truth of St. John 14:16-17, 26 and 16:7-14 – the
one who reveals the sealed up prophecy of the Bible – so the cosmopolitan world
people can know who is who in the world.
I am with you and in you telepathically, as we are all one with God’s Spirit.
I speak that which I hear, as Spirit God speaking to and through me. Can you
hear this Voice?! It calls your soul back to life eternal, speaking through the
silent, knowing presence of Spirit God that is your very Being. We are all this
living Spirit, and It blesses and heals all things, both in us and in the world, as we
are drawn back into oneness with God.
God IS Love! Of this there is no doubt.
I do not come to discredit those who are left out. They simply don’t know
the one truth that souls in bodies in normal Universe all know, and that is that we
are all gods of God and that we have a collective consciousness, which in normal
Universe is oneness in every way.
We, in normal Universe, have no negative effects such as war, crime,
disease, poverty, death, lightning storms, tornadoes, hurricanes, earthquakes,
typhoons, floods, droughts, or even the word, fear. There are none of these
negative effects or even words that come out of duality, not in our
consciousness, and not in our wonderful existence in Spirit God’s Paradise
Universe.
So now, in reading Spirit God’s Everlasting Gospel, told about in
Revelation 14:1-6, you realize that the Comforter Spirit of truth is God’s channel
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of this book. This channeling fulfills the Bible and gives a higher spiritual
synthesis. It presents Omni God’s World Master Plan for the redemption of all
souls back into the eternal Kingdom.
As for me, myself and I Am, I seek no earthly throne or special position of
power. I only want that which Omni God is giving to every soul in a body:
absolute freedom, security and abundance in a new world.
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